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Complications of Orthognathic Surgery

Reza Tabrizi and Hassan Mir Mohammad Sadeghi

Abstract
Orthognathic surgery is a common approach for treatment of maxillofacial deformities. Sagittal split ramus osteotomy (SSRO) is one of the most common techniques used to treat various mandibular deformities. A LeFort I osteotomy is suggested in deformities of the maxilla and can be used along with SSRO or intra-oral vertical ramus osteotomy (IVRO). The aim of orthognathic surgery is to improve function and facial appearance; this benefits the patient psychologically and socially. Common complications which may occur in orthognathic surgery include vascular disease, temporomandibular joints (TMJ) problems, nerve damage, infection, bone necrosis, periodontal disease, vision impairment, hearing problems, hair loss, and neuropsychiatric problems. Rarely complications could be fatal. Because of the wide range of complications the surgeon should keep prevention protocols in mind and be prepared to treat them should they occur. In this chapter, common complications of various osteotomies in the mandible and maxilla are discussed.
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1. Introduction
1.1. LeFort osteotomies
Midface osteotomies have been used to correct maxillary-zygomatic deformities, and historically have been classified anatomically based on the Guerin-LeFort fracture classification [1]. The first total LeFort I osteotomy was performed by Wassmund in 1927 for correction of the skeletal open bite [2]. In spite of all the advancements made in the field of orthognathic surgery, a variety of complications are documented [3]. These include maxillary sinusitis, loss of tooth vitality, sensory nerve morbidity, aseptic necrosis, vascular complications (i.e., arteriovenous fistulae or hemorrhage) nasal septum deviation, unfavorable fractures of the skull base and
pterygoid plates, ophthalmic complications (including blindness) malpositioning, nonunion, maxilla instability, and relapse [4].

1.2. Hemorrhage

Excessive bleeding has been reported as a common complication of LeFort osteotomies. The incidence of life-threatening hemorrhage in maxillary osteotomies is reported in approximately 1% [5]. The descending palatine artery is the most common source for mild to moderate bleeding during LeFort I osteotomy and delayed bleeding afterward. The descending palatine artery damage may occur during the medial wall osteotomy. Injury to the descending palatine artery during LeFort I osteotomy can be minimized by limiting the osteotomy to 30 mm posterior to the piriform rim in females and to 35 mm in males [6]. In maxillary superior repositioning, bone removal around the descending palatine artery is a common cause of vascular injury. If the surgeon encounters the descending palatine artery, it should be cauterized. The internal maxillary artery is the most frequently cited source of massive hemorrhage [7]. Meticulous placement of the curved osteotome in the pterygomaxillary junction is important to avoid injury to the internal maxillary artery and its branches. Turvey and Fonseca reported that the main trunk of the maxillary artery was most vulnerable to the damage within the pterygopalatine fossa in the lateral position and they recommended angling the posterior lateral maxillary osteotomy downward to avoid damaging the artery [8]. Packing is suggested as the first attempt to tamponade the hemorrhage. In delayed bleeding after LeFort I osteotomy, the surgeon should reopen surgical site and move the maxilla downward to find the bleeding source (Figure 1). In many cases, direct visualization of the bleeding source and cauterization of injured vessels stops the hemorrhage (Figure 2). Several techniques have been suggested to control bleeding from the internal maxillary artery such as ligation of the external carotid artery and angiographic embolization. Emergency access to vascular embolization is crucial. If a patient has severe bleeding, the surgeon should not waste time and intervene immediately. The collateral arteries and the anastomoses between circulations lead to the limited success of surgical ligation of the external carotid artery [9]. A recent study recommended use of tranexamic acid irrigation in obviating perioperative blood loss during orthognathic surgery [10].

Figure 1. Possible bleeding sources during LeFort I osteotomy.
Figure 2. Relationship of osteotomy sites and major hemorrhage sources during LeFort I osteotomy.

1.3. Neurosensory deficit

The infraorbital nerve may be compressed, retracted or transected inadvertently during subperiosteal dissection.

Infraorbital nerve injury may have resulted from incorrect separation during disimpaction.

As are the cases with bilateral sagittal ramus osteotomy, nerve sensitivity may return within 6–12 months [11].

The absence of post-operative sensitivity after a LeFort I procedure was documented in a study that applied both objective and subjective tests. The results showed a greater incidence of insensitivity in the region above the upper lip, followed by the lower lip and the chin, as was observed in bimaxillary procedures [12]. Neurosensory alterations are normally immediately perceived in the post-operative period. They are the result of traction of the infraorbital nerve and direct trauma to the anterior, medial, and posterior superior alveolar nerves, as well as to the nasopalatine nerve and the descending palatal nerve [13]. A study performed at the University of North Carolina on patients undergoing bilateral Sagittal split ramus osteotomy (SSRO) reported that 98% of the patients presented altered sensitivity of the chin 1 month after the operation; with 81% of these patients still presenting with this alteration 6 months after the operation [14]. It is recommended that the patient be advised of possible neurosensory alterations in pre-operative visits, thus reducing the patient's post-operative anxiety [15]. Many studies confirm the return of neurosensory function up to 1 year after surgery [11].
1.4. Tooth sensitivity

An osteotomy closer than 5 mm of the apices of the teeth has risk of root injuries[16]. In superior repositioning of the maxilla by more than 6 mm, saving of 5 mm margin is not always possible because of the infraorbital foramen position [4]. After orthognathic surgery, loss of vascularity of the dentition is rare, but initial loss of response to pulpal stimulation is common. Long-term suppressed response to stimulation can occur, but does not necessarily mean a tooth requires endodontic therapy. Although some teeth may eventually become necrotic and require endodontic treatment, many teeth recover without treatment and return to normal coloration and respond to pulp testing [17]. De Jongh et al. studied electric and thermal pulp testing of 10 patients after LeFort I osteotomy in compared to 10 control patients without osteotomy. Their study showed that 71% of 128 teeth were responsive to electric and thermal pulp stimulation and 93% of 136 teeth in the controls [18].

1.5. Maxillary sinusitis

Sinusitis after LeFort I osteotomy is uncommon, with a reported incidence of septic complications of 0.5–4.8% [19]. Possible explanations for postoperative maxillary sinusitis following LeFort I osteotomy were pre-existing sinus disease or non-viable bone fragments left in the maxillary sinus (Figure 3) [20]. A recent study by Valestar et al. showed LeFort I procedure did not influence already existing physical or mental complaints, and nasal ventilation was not negatively affected. However, evaluation of sino-nasal pathology should be emphasized in the preoperative work-up [19]. A recent study by Nocini et al. suggested that LeFort I osteotomies can affect the maxillary sinus. The postoperative radiologic views of the maxillary sinus showed inflammation and rhinosinusitis symptoms after LeFort osteotomies. Larger long-term studies are warranted to clarify the postoperative outcomes and complications (Figure 4) [21].

Figure 3. Maxillary sinusitis after LeFort I osteotomy.
Figure 4. Radiologic findings: postoperative computed tomography scan displaying interruption of the medial walls.

1.6. Nose deformity

Septal malposition may occur during LeFort osteotomy and cause nasal deviation. A possible reason for a cartilagenous septum deviation after a maxillary osteotomy is dislocation by a partially deflated cuff during extubation. Manual inspection of the nares after extubation is important, yet often forgotten [22]. Nasal ventilation generally improves after orthognathic surgery [19]. The most common reason for postoperative nasal-septal deviation is compression or displacement from inadequate bone removal of the nasal crest of the maxilla or inadequate trimming of the cartilagenous septum (Figure 5) [9].

Figure 5. Severe nasal deviation after LeFort I osteotomy.
1.7. Aseptic necrosis

Avascular necrosis of the maxilla after LeFort I osteotomy has been reported [23]. Usually, these complications relate to the degree of vascular compromise and occur in less than 1% of cases. Rupture of the descending palatine artery during surgery, postoperative vascular thrombosis, perforation of palatal mucosa when splitting the maxilla into segments, or partial stripping of palatal soft tissues to increase maxillary expansion may impair blood supply to the maxillary segments. Sequelae of compromised vasculature include loss of tooth vitality, development of periodontal defects, tooth loss, or loss of major segments of alveolar bone or the entire maxilla (Figure 6) [24]. The risk is increased in patients with anatomical irregularities, such as craniofacial dysplasia’s, orofacial clefts, or vascular anomalies [5]. The treatment of avascular necrosis of the maxilla is not easily manageable [25]. Regarding no treatment protocol has been established, aseptic necrosis of the maxilla should be treated by maintenance of optimal hygiene, antibiotic therapy to prevent secondary infection, heparinization, and hyperbaric oxygenation [24]. In such cases, it is evident that there is a serious problem with the tissue perfusion immediately postoperatively and the patient must be taken back to the theatre immediately to reposition the segment; delay only makes it worse [26].

![Initial aspect of the aseptic maxillary necrosis on the seventh postoperative day](image)

Figure 6. Initial aspect of the aseptic maxillary necrosis on the seventh postoperative day [24].

1.8. Unfavorable fractures

Unfavorable fractures may consist of pterygoid plate, sphenoid bone, and middle cranial fossa fractures. Lanigan and Guest demonstrated pterygomaxillary dysjunction using a curved osteotome and described high-level fractures of the pterygoid plates with disruption of the pterygopalatine fossa which could extend to the skull base [27]. Unfavorable pterygoid plate fracture is well studied and documented (Figure 7) [28]. Postoperative CT scans indicated that the prevalence of unfavorable fractures of the pterygomaxillary region may be more than previous expectations. Many of these unfavorable fractures are unobserved as there was no
CSF leak because of a local soft tissue seal [29]. Renicke et al. reported the incidence of pterygoid plate fracture was 58% following LeFort I osteotomy using postoperative CT scans [30].

**Figure 7.** Possible lines of bad split during LeFort I osteotomy.

### 1.9. Improper maxillary repositioning

Several factors are responsible for improper maxillary repositioning such as missing a centric relation-centric occlusion discrepancy preoperatively; failure to achieve the desired maxillary position during isolated maxillary surgery, failure to seat the condyle because of inadequate removal of posterior bony interference and inaccurate vertical positioning [9]. Improper maxillary positioning may occur in correction of vertical maxillary excess. In a study by the first author, the incidence of under-correction (25%) was more than over-correction (7.5%)

**Figure 8.** Over-correction after maxillary superior repositioning.
(Figure 8). Five millimeter was considered as a cutoff point for tooth shows at rest and 15 mm at the maximum smile. When tooth show at rest was more than 5 mm presurgically, 50.5% of clinical predictions did not follow the clinical results, and 75% of clinical predictions revealed the same results when the tooth show was less than 5 mm. When the amount of tooth shown in the maximum smile was more than 15 mm presurgically, 75% of clinical predictions did not follow clinical results, and 25% of the predictions met the same results in the maximum smile was less than. Clinical predictions based on the tooth show at rest and at the maximum smile did not have a reliable correlation with clinical results in maxillary superior repositioning. The risk of errors in predictions raised when the amount of superior repositioning of the maxilla increased. Generally, surgeons had a tendency to under-correct rather than over-correct. Also clinical prediction is used as a guideline by many surgeons, and it may be associated with variable clinical results [31].

1.10. Trigemino-cardiac reflex

Trigemino-cardiac reflex (TCR) is characterized by cardiac arrhythmia, ectopic beats, atrioventricular block, bradycardia, syncope, vomiting, and asystole. This life-threatening condition has been documented during simple zygomatic arch elevations, repositioning of blowout and maxillary fractures, orthognathic surgery, and nasoethmoidal fractures [32]. Besides evaluation of at-risk patients (e.g., children and patients with a medical history of cardiac disease) and high-risk surgeries (e.g., strabismus), some authors suggested using ketamine for anesthetic induction to decrease the oculocardiac reflex in children undergoing strabismus surgery [32]. Predisposing factors besides cardiac disease are hypoxia and hypercarbia, and use of opioids and β-blockers. TCR has been identified with a sudden onset of parasympathetic hypotension, apnea, or gastric hypermotility during stimulation of any of the sensory branches of the trigeminal nerve. In some cases, stopping the surgery has resulted in recovery of a normal rhythm; in other cases, anticholinergic drugs and cardiac massage have been mentioned. It is recommended that the anesthesiology team be informed that they may be prepared for mobilization in case of adverse effects. In every high-risk case presented in the classification, prophylactic administration of, for example, 0.5 mg atropine IV, right before any surgical manipulation known to be risky for TCR is mandatory [32].

1.11. Ophthalmic complications

Potential ophthalmic complications following LeFort I osteotomy includes decrease in visual acuity, extraocular muscle dysfunction, neuroparalytic keratitis, and lacrimal apparatus problems including epiphora [33]. Visual impairment after LeFort I osteotomy may be due to inappropriate separation of the pterygomaxillary junction and resulting fractures extending to the pterygoid plates, sphenoid bone, orbital floor, optic canal, or the skull base. It may damage the optic nerve or its vascular supply. Hemorrhage from the descending palatine artery or sphenopalatine artery in LeFort I osteotomy may be considered as a reason for systemic hypotension. Hemorrhage from the pterygopalatine fossa may leak the orbital cavity through the inferior orbital fissure and increase intraocular pressure (IOP). Hypotensive anesthesia is useful during a maxillofacial operation for blood loss control and enhancing the
visibility in the surgical field. The blood flow to the globes may be changed by elevated IOP or dropped systemic blood pressure. Hypotensive anesthesia may potentially reduce the blood supply to the retina and choroid and may cause embolism of the vessels or infarction of the optic nerve. The effect of hypotensive anesthesia on visual impairment has not been clarified yet [34].

1.12. Nasolacrimal duct obstruction

Nasolacrimal duct obstruction (NLDO) after maxillary orthognathic surgery is rare. The absence of an NLDO after LeFort I osteotomy is reasonable because the distance from the nasal opening of the NLD to the levels of osteotomy should be at least 5 mm. The normal distance between the NLD nasal opening and the nasal floor is 11–17 mm. LeFort I osteotomy should be performed 5 mm above the nasal floor. The distal to the proximal part of the NLD is vulnerable to be obstructed after maxillary osteotomy. Secondary inflammatory changes associated with an indirect injury of the NLD lead to obstruction. So surgeons should be aware of the risk of NLDO after orthognathic surgery (Figures 9–11); this can be managed by dacryocystorhinostomy with high success rate [35].

![Figure 9](image-url) Representative dacryocystograms showing obstruction of the nasolacrimal duct in a patient who underwent orthognathic surgery and complained of permanent epiphora [35].
Figure 10. (A) Bad split occurred on the right side. (B) Fixation of bone fragment was done and replaced.

Figure 11. Complete destruction of condyle in a patient, who had undergone orthognathic surgery, was re-treated with the aid of temporomandibular joint prostheses. Before surgery (A), 3D image of the mandible showing bilateral absence of condyles (B), and after surgery (C) [53].
1.13. Nonunion of segments

Nonunion of segments in conventional LeFort I osteotomy is rare. In segmental osteotomy the risk of nonunion is higher. A good vascular pedicle and bone grafts are crucial. Additional stability of the maxillary segments after fixation with miniplates was suggested by the use of palatal dressing plates. Use of split with intermaxillary fixation may be useful. Three-dimensional fixation or immobilization can therefore be gained by using miniplates superiorly on the bony aspect, a dressing plate on the palatal aspect, and a wired-in final surgical wafer on the occlusal aspect of the dentoalveolar segments [36]. If nonunion occurs the surgical site should be reopened, fibrous tissue removed and proper rigid fixation be used for predictable union of segments.

1.14. Tooth damage

Tooth damage in segmental osteotomy is not uncommon. In LeFort I, the risk of damage to the teeth roots increases when the horizontal osteotomy line is 5 mm or less. Close proximity to interdental osteotomy cuts or to screws may cause tooth damage, and pulp necrosis [36]. The pulpal blood flow of teeth adjacent to vertical osteotomies of LeFort I segmental maxillary osteotomies has been reported to be decreased significantly at 4 days after surgeries for lateral incisors, canines, and premolars. However, recovery was seen 56 days after operations. The central incisors and teeth that are distant from the vertical osteotomy have blood flow without significant change [37]. It is advocated that presurgical orthodontic separation of the roots by at least 2 mm at the cementoenamel junction and 4 mm at the apical third be maintained to avoid vascular compromise or damage to the roots adjacent to interdental osteotomies [36].

2. Sagittal split osteotomy

Sagittal split osteotomy (SSO) is a conventional technique to correct mandibular excess or retrognathia. Since its introduction by Trauner and Obwegeser, SSO has undergone numerous modifications and improvements [38].

2.1. Neurosensory disturbance

In SSO, the inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) may be injured and cause neurosensory disturbance (NSD) in the lower lip. The NSD caused by damage to the IAN is reportedly 9–84.6% [39, 40]. Even with careful surgery, injury to the IAN appears unpredictable. Multiple factors are considered responsible for the development of NSD after SSO, including fixation methods, patient age and surgical procedures, improper splinting, magnitude of mandibular movement, experience of the surgeon, and timing of the postoperative neurosensory evaluation [40]. Injury to the IAN may happen with direct and indirect intraoperative trauma and results in change of sensibility or altered sensation of the lower lip and/or mental region. It may lead the negative effect on patients' normal functions such as eating, drinking, speech, and social interaction. NSD may affect patients' everyday lives and can have social or psychological problems [41].
The position of the canal is important in NSD following SSO because the canal position is impacted by osteotomy design and fixation techniques. Nowadays, technologies and software help to evaluate the canal by using CBCT data. An increased distance between the canal and cortical bone presurgically decreased the incidence of postoperative NSD, and high bone density increased the risk of postoperative NSD. A short post-operation assessment comparing monocortical and bicortical fixation in a monkey model, showed that IAN function was better with plate fixation than screw fixation [42].

2.2. Unfavorable split
An unfavorable fracture, called a “bad split” although infrequent in the hands of an experienced operator, occasionally develop and can lead to intraoperative difficulties as well as postoperative relapse [43]. Frequently cited reasons for bad split include incomplete osteotomies, using osteotomes that are too large, attempting to split the segments too rapidly presence of impacted third molars, misdirecting the medial osteotomy upward toward the condyle and placement of the medial osteotomy too far superior to the lingula [ŚŚ].

Synonyms used for bad split include “buccal cortical plate fracture” (proximal segment) and “lingual cortical plate fracture” (distal segment) [45]. A bad split can occur during SSO of the mandible regarding precautions. The incidence of bad split is low (0.7% of all SSOs) and patients sometimes have uneventful healing. A significant decrease in incidence did not report during the 20-year period, and neither technical progress nor the surgeon’s experience further decreased the frequency of bad splits [45]. It was reported that older patients experienced more bad splits than younger patients [46]. The length of the medial osteotomy line—short or long —did not alter the prevalence of a bad split. The bone thickness of the ramus may affect the type of fracture pattern on the medial side of the ramus [47]. It is clear that certain mandibular anatomic differences can increase the risk of a bad split during SSO [ŚŚ]. Use of splitters and separators instead of chisels does not increase the risk of a bad split and is therefore safe with predictable results [ŚŚ].

2.3. Infection
Postoperative infection was reported in studies of patients undergoing bilateral sagittal ramus osteotomy in a period ranging from 3 days to up to a year after surgery. Infections required antibiotic therapy, and in some cases, the patients underwent surgical drainage. osteomyelitis in bilateral sagittal ramus osteotomy was reported [11]. The rate of infection after SSO is up to 11.3%. Infection after SSO is within normal range for a clean-contaminated procedure. Rigid fixation of the osteotomy may decrease the need for hardware removal [ŚŚ].

2.4. Excessive bleeding
In the literature, there were no uniform criteria defining bleeding complications. Incidence varied between 0.39 and 38% ranging from slight to a life-threatening hemorrhage.

Minor bleeding in SSOs can usually be easily managed by using local anesthetics containing 1:100,000 adrenalinse injected before the operation, electrocautery or compression. Excessive
blood loss may be due to surgical injury of larger vessels. It was reported that excessive blood loss happens mainly to maxillary surgery and the need for blood transfusion in mandibular operations is rarely necessary [50].

2.5. Condylar resorption

Condylar resorption (CR) or condylysis can be defined as progressive change of condylar shape with a reduction in mass. Most patients have a decrease in posterior face height, retrognathism, and progressive anterior open bite with clockwise rotation of the mandible. CR may be defined as osteoarthrosis and can be categorized as primary (idiopathic) and secondary. Current evidence on CR is not clear but seen more in female with mandibular deficiency and high mandibular plane angle after bimaxillary surgery; a change in occlusal plane (counterclockwise rotation) may be associated with condylar resorption after orthognathic surgery [51]. It was hypothesized that condylar remodeling is due to an imbalance between mechanical stress applied to the temporomandibular joints (TMJ) and patient’s adaptive capacities. It mainly occurs in 14 to 50-years-old women with pre-existing TMJ dysfunction, estrogen deficiency, and class II malocclusion with a high mandibular plane angle, a diminished posterior facial height and posteriorly inclined condylar neck. Mandibular advancement superior to 10 mm, counterclockwise rotation of the mandible, and posterior condylar repositioning were associated with an increased risk of CROS. Treatment consists of re-operation in case of degradation after an inactivity period of at least 6 months [52].

2.6. Temporomandibular dysfunction

The effect of orthognathic surgeries on temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD) is controversial. Some studies support degrees of improvement of TMD [5, 54]. Patients with preexisting TMJ dysfunction undergoing orthognathic surgery, particularly mandibular advancement, are likely to have significant worsening of the TMJ dysfunction postsurgery. TMJ dysfunction must be closely evaluated, treated if necessary and monitored in the orthognathic surgery patients [55]. Use of lag screws, improper control of the proximal segments, and advancement more than 10 mm increases the risk of post-orthognathic TMD. Orthognathic surgery should not be used solely for management of TMD; patients having orthognathic treatment for correction of their dentofacial deformities with TMD problem had more improvement in their signs and symptoms than deterioration [56].

2.7. Postoperative airway problem

It is clear that mandibular set back can affect upper airway patency [57]. The amount of narrowing of the pharyngeal airway is smaller in patients undergoing bimaxillary surgery than in patients undergoing mandibular setback surgery [58]. Bimaxillary orthognathic surgery for correction of Class III malocclusion caused an increase of the total airway volume and improvement of polysomnography parameters [59]. Bimaxillary surgery rather than mandibular setback surgery should be used to correct a class III deformity and reduce the risk of obstructive sleep apnea; in fact, bimaxillary surgery may have less effect on the pharyngeal airway patency than mandibular setback surgery alone [60]. A recent study suggested that
BSSO presents less change in the pharyngeal airway space after mandibular setback surgery compared to intraoral vertical ramus osteotomy. Furthermore, bimaxillary surgery is superior to mandibular setback surgery alone for the correction of the prognathic mandible, particularly in patients with factors predisposing them to the development of breathing problems [61].

3. Intraoral vertical ramus osteotomy

Intraoral vertical ramus osteotomy (IVRO) is another approach for the correction of mandibular prognathism. It is very simple and rapid. The inherent anatomic architecture of the mandible poses little interference on the cut surface of the IVRO osteotomy site during mandibular setback, even in cases of severe asymmetry. In addition, because the segments are not fixed, no stress occurs while the distal segment is positioned with the condylar head during and after the osteotomy procedure. Moreover, IVRO has less chance of nerve damage during the osteotomy procedure than SSRO. In addition to advantages provided during the operation, this procedure has various postoperative advantages. It seems to have curable effects on most patients with preoperative TMD [9].

During IVRO, inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) damage may occur due to the proximity of the vertical osteotomy to the IAN. Preoperatively, the surgeon should evaluate the lingula on radiographic views. The antilingual eminence on the lateral surface of the ramus should be detected. This small protuberance is located at the posterior one third from the posterior border of the ramus and about 10 mm above the occlusal plane of the lower molars in the vertical aspect, which corresponds to the opposite side of the mandibular foramen. The cut should begin 6–7 mm from the posterior border of the ramus. Kawase-Koga et al. classified the osteotomy line into three types, namely vertical, C-shaped, and oblique. The most complications occurred in the vertical type cases, and no complications were found in oblique type cases. Condylar luxation was found mainly in unilateral IVRO cases, and bony interference was found in bilateral IVRO cases. These results suggest that the oblique type of osteotomy line has the advantage of avoiding complications (Figure 12) [62].
Figure 13. Condylar sagging at the (left side) after IVRO.

Condylar luxation and bony interference are major complications of IVRO [62]. The most troublesome sequelae are skeletal instability and antero-inferior condylar displacement (sag), with resultant unpredictability of postoperative mandibular position [63]. Condylar luxation is considered to be related to condylar sag, which occurs with the antero-inferior postoperative displacement of the proximal segment [62]. When the attachments of the masseter and medial pterygoid muscles to the proximal segment are removed extensively, large condylar sag occurs as a complication of IVRO. Condylar luxation is also related to forward force on the condyle from the lateral pterygoid muscle. Normally, the condyle is located in the anterior and inferior position within the glenoid fossa immediately after IVRO. It is gradually reseated into the original position after surgery with the application of intermaxillary elastics [64]. Several techniques have been reported to avoid condylar luxation and interference of the proximal segment. Suturing the periosteum of the segments around the incision with 3-0 Vicryl to prevent sagging against the mandibular fossa has been suggested [64]. Rigid fixation is not recommended in IVRO and increases risk of post-operation open bite. Elastic therapy after osteotomy effectively decreases open bite due to the muscle tension (Figure 13).
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